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1. Introduction. Let G be a compact group and C(G) the space of

continuous functions on G. This paper is concerned with characteriz-

ing all translation-invariant,2 uniformly closed Dirichlet3 subalgebras

of C(G). If G is Abelian and connected then such an algebra exists

with the additional property that it contains no real functions other

than the real constants. In fact, for each ordering of the dual group

of G, the space of functions analytic with respect to this order is such

an algebra. As a converse we have

Theorem 1. // C(G) contains a translation-invariant, uniformly

closed Dirichlet algebra which contains no nonconstant real functions,

then G is Abelian and connected.

It is then possible to obtain the following characterization.

Theorem 2. Let A be a translation-invariant, uniformly closed

Dirichlet subalgebra of C(G). There is a closed, connected subgroup, H,

of the center of G and an order, P, on the dual group of H such that A

consists of all continuous functions which are analytic (with respect to

P) on the cosets of H.

Conversely, to every such subgroup and order corresponds such an

algebra.

H turns out to be the maximal antisymmetric set of A which con-

tains the identity element of G. The theorems are obtained by con-

sidering the relations between translation-invariant algebras and the

"hypergroup" structure associated with G.

2. Hypergroups. For a compact group G, let G denote the set of

equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of G. For

aEG, Ta is a member of the class a, x« is the character of the class,

and d(a) the degree. G has a hypergroup structure (cf. Helgason [3])

in the following sense. If a, BEG then Ta®T$ has a decomposition
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into irreducible unitary components. If pa,piy) is the number of times

Ty appears in this decomposition then

x„ig)xfiig) = IZ u«Ay)xyig)       ig E G).

A subset 3C of G is called a subhypergroup if a, [SEX- and pa,piy)

5^0 imply 7G3C- A subhypergroup is normal if a£3C implies a£3C

where P„ is the representation conjugate to Ta. If I is the unit repre-

sentation of G then pa,ail) = 1 so that / belongs to every normal sub-

hypergroup. Also XS = X»-

If G is Abelian, then G is a group and its subhypergroups are just

its subsemigroups. The normal subhypergroups of G are the sub-

groups of G.

The following lemma corresponds to the decomposition of a sub-

semigroup of an Abelian group into a subgroup and a semigroup

which does not contain the identity.

Lemma 3. Let 3C be a subhypergroup of G,

3Ci =  {a: a G 3C, 5 G 3CJ   and 3C2 = 3C\3CX.

(a) 3Ci and 3C2 are subhypergroups.

(b) 3Ci is normal.

(c) 1/ aG3C, /3G3Cs a«<Z M«.?(t) ̂ 0 Zfcera tG3C2.

Clearly Xi is nonempty if and only if IE3C-

Proof. Since p.a,piy)=fGx*ig)xe(g)Xy(g)dg idg is Haar measure

on G) it follows that

(1) HaAy)=l*a,yii?) and

(2) p.aAy)=uz,piy).
Ii aEM, /3G3C2 and Pa.eiy)^® then 7G3C- Now if -?G3C then it

follows from (1) that (SG3C contrary to assumption. This proves (c).

It follows from (c) that 3C2 is a subhypergroup. On the other hand,

if a, j3G3Ci and ^,0(7)^0 then it follows from (2) that 7, yEK.-
Thus 7G3Ci so that 3& is a subhypergroup. It is normal by its

definition.

If M is a subset of G then ML denotes the set of aEG such that

Taig) =£, the identity transformation, for all gEM. Ii 3CEG, K.L is

the set of gEG such that Taig)=E for all aE3C- Duality theorems

concerning M1 and X.L are discussed in [3].

A translation-invariant, uniformly closed subalgebra of C(G) will

be called an I-algebra on G. A translation-invariant, uniformly closed

linear subspace of C(G) is completely determined by the irreducible
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characters it contains. If A is an /-algebra these characters form a

subhypergroup. If A is an /-algebra, let A' = {a: x«£^4}. If 3C is a

subhypergroup, let 3C' be the translation-invariant, uniformly closed

linear subspace generated by {x«: aEK.} ■ The following is easily

seen.

Lemma 4. (a) A' is a subhypergroup and 3C' is an I-algebra.

(b) (A')' = A, (3C')' = 3C.

(c) A is a Dirichlet algebra if and only if

A'KJ(A') = G, (A' =  {a: aEA'}).

(d) A contains no nonconstant real functions if and only if AT\A'

c{/}.

3. Antisymmetric sets. Let A be a uniformly closed subalgebra of

C(G) which contains the constants. A subset K of G is called an

antisymmetric set of A ii fEA and / real valued on K imply/ is con-

stant on K (ci. Bishop [l], Glicksberg [2]). It is shown in [l] that

maximal antisymmetric sets exist and form a disjoint cover of G.

If A is also translation-invariant, it is easily seen that the maximal

antisymmetric set of A which contains the identity element of G is

a normal subgroup of G and that the other maximal antisymmetric

sets are the cosets of this group.

Lemma 5. Let A be an I-algebra on G which contains the constants-

If A( is the unique maximal normal subhypergroup contained in A'

(cf. Lemma 3), then (A{)L and its cosets are the maximal antisymmetric

sets of A.
(Ai)1- is a normal subgroup by [3].

Proof. Let K be the closed normal subgroup of G which along

with its cosets forms the maximal antisymmetric sets of A. Suppose

aEK1-, then x<* and xs are constant on the cosets of K so that, by

Bishop's theorem [l], x« and Xs belong to A. Thus aEA{. Con-

versely, if aEAl then x«, XsEA. Now x«+Xs is real on G (hence on

K) so that XaArXa is constant on K. But this implies x«(g) ~Xa(e)

= d(a) (gEK) so that Ta(g)=E (gEK) and aEKx. Thus KL=A{

so that, by Helgason's duality theorem [3], K = (K±)x = (Ai)±.

Remark 6. Let H=(A{)±. Now by [2] A\H, the functions in A

restricted to H, is uniformly closed in C(H). Suppose A is also a

Dirichlet algebra, then A \ H is an /-Dirichlet algebra on H and since

H is an antisymmetric set of A, A \ H contains no nonconstant real
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functions. The following section will show that in this case H must be

Abelian and connected.

4. Proof of Theorem 1. We will say that G can be ordered if there

is a subhypergroup 3CEG such that

XH0C= {/}     and    3C VJ K. = G.

If G is Abelian, so that G is a group, this agrees with the usual defini-

tion and G can be ordered if and only if G is connected [4, p. 197].

G can be ordered precisely when there is an analytic structure on

G in the following sense.

Lemma 7. The following are equivalent:

(a) G can be ordered.

(b) There is an I-Dirichlet subalgebra of CiG) which contains no

nonconstant real functions.

Proof. If 3C orders G then 3C' satisfies (b). Conversely, if A satisfies

(b) then A' orders G.

If for some aEG, a^I, and positive integer ra we have /xa^O,

then every subhypergroup containing a contains a. This follows since

fx" is the number of times T„ appears in the tensor product of Ta

with itself ra —1 times. In such a case G certainly cannot be ordered.

Lemma 8. If G is non-Abelian, there is aEG, a^I, and positive

integer n such that /x^O-

Theorem 1 follows immediately from Lemmas 7 and 8.

Proof of Lemma 8. Since G is non-Abelian there is [3EG with

<Z(/3)>1. Let /, Tav ■ ■ • , Ta„ be the irreducible components of

T$®T-fi. Since T$ is irreducible, / appears exactly once. For gEG,

Tpt&T-fjig) has one as an eigenvalue at least d(B) times. Hence, since

d(B)>l, at least one of the Tai(g) has one as an eigenvalue. Thus,

for some i, \g: Tai(g) has one as an eigenvalue} has positive measure.

If Fig) is the number of times one is an eigenvalue of Taiig) then

fF>0.
It is easily seen that

Fig) =  lim ̂ -zZxM        igEG).
ff->oo   iV   „=1

Now since (1/A7) zZn-i Xa,(gn) is a uniformly bounded sequence of

functions converging to F we have that (1/-/V) zZn=i fxaiig")dg

—*fF. Hence for some positive integer ra, JX"iign)dg9^0. Now the

/-algebra generated by Xa^ contains/(g) =Xa,(g")- Thus since ff^O,
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this /-algebra contains the constants. This is equivalent to saying the

hypergroup generated by Xa< contains I which is equivalent to saying

fxai5*0 for some positive integer n.

5. Proof of Theorem 2. From Remark 6 and Theorem 1 it follows

that if A is an /-Dirichlet algebra on G and H is the maximal anti-

symmetric set of A containing the identity then H is a closed, con-

nected, normal Abelian subgroup of G. Every irreducible representa-

tion of H is a component of some irreducible representation of G

restricted to H. Let P= {<pEH: cj> is a component of a\H, aEA'}.

H is Abelian so that the irreducible representations and characters of

H are the same. 1 will denote the identity of H. Since A' is a sub-

hypergroup, P is a semigroup. Also since A is a Dirichlet algebra,

Lemma 4(c) implies P\JP = H.

Suppose <f>EP and <pEP- Then there are a, BEA' with <p, <j> com-

ponents of a\H and B\H respectively. Thus for some y, with

P'c»(y)9*0, 1 is a component of y\H. Now since H is normal every

component of y\H is 1. Thus yEHx = A{ (ci. proof of Lemma 5).

From Lemma 3(c) it follows that both a, BEH1. Hence <p = 1. Thus

PC\P= {1} so that P is an ordering semigroup for H.

The following shows that H is contained in the center of G.

Theorem 9. Let H be a connected normal Abelian subgroup of G and

P an ordering semigroup for H. Suppose for each aEG the components

of either a\H or a\H all belong to P, then HEcenter G.

In this case the components of a\H are all the same.

Proof. Suppose sEG and Go is the closed subgroup of G generated

by H and 5. The hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied if G is re-

placed by Go.

Let a£G0 be such that the components of a\H belong to P. If

a EH-1 then

Xa(h) = Y *&)        (h E H)
i

where <p,EP and 4^9*1.

Now since H is Abelian and connected the (matrices) Ta(h) can

be simultaneously diagonalized for hEH. It then follows that for

gGGo

Xa(hg) = Y <g)<Pi(h)        (h E H).
i

Since <pi9*l and x<x(hg) is analytic on H we then have fHxZ(hg)dh = 0
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(ra = l, 2, • • • )• Hence, if aEGo, aEH± (so that either a or a is as

above) and dg is Haar measure on G0/H then for ra = 1, 2, • • •

(1) f x"=  I       d~sf *"(«*)dh = °-
J Go J G0/H        J H

Now suppose Go is non-Abelian so that there is fiEGo with d(/3) > 1.

By the proof of Lemma 8 if I = a0, an, • • • , an are the distinct repre-

sentations such that pp,ffia/)7±0 and Mi= [gEG0: one is an eigen-

value of Taiig)} then U"„i Mi = G0. Furthermore, if measure M<>0

then for some positive integer ra,

f xl\ * 0

By (1) it then follows that measure Mi>0 implies aiEHL.

Now Go/H is Abelian so that aiEHx implies dia/) = 1. Thus there

are representations a„ • • • , avGGo such that

(a) ai9^I,   dia/) =1,

(b) aiEH1,

(c) measure UJ=i ilfi = l.

Each Mi is closed (»=1, • • • , r) since dia/) = l implies

Mi= [g: Xaiig) = l\. Hence by (c) UJ_i M< = G0. Thus x«,0) = l for
some i. But x<«;W = 1 for hEH by (b). Hence x<*i = l °n Go which
contradicts (a). Thus G0 must be Abelian. That is, 5 commutes with

all elements of H. Hence i?Ccenter G.

Proof of Theorem 2. Let A be an /-Dirichlet algebra, H the

maximal antisymmetric subgroup and P the ordering semigroup on

H induced by A. To prove the first part of the theorem we need only

show that A \ H consists of all functions which are analytic with re-

spect to P. For, by the invariance of A, A \ H = A \ Hg and if/GC(G),

/| HgEA | Hg for all g then, by Bishop's theorem [2], f EA.

If <biEP, there is x<*G^4 such that x<*| H = ni<pi+n2<b2+ ■ ■ • where

<pi are distinct characters on H and wi^O. Since A \ H is an /-algebra

we have that cpiEA \ H. Thus A \ H contains all characters in P and

hence all functions which are analytic on H. Conversely each fE A is

the uniform limit of finite sums of functions of the form pig) =X"(gog)

where x«G^4. Each of these is analytic on H and thus/| H is analytic.

If H is a closed, connected subgroup of center of G and P is an

ordering semigroup for H, let 3C= {aEG: idia))~lx<*\ HEP]- It is

immediate that 3C is a subhypergroup, and 3C' is an I-Dirichlet

algebra.

If   K   is   the   maximal   antisymmetric   subgroup   for   3C'   then
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Kx={aEG: a, aE(W)' = w} =H±. Thus K = H. Clearly the order-

ing semigroup of H induced by 3C' is just P.
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